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Palace of the Nation – Qasr Al Watan
Qasr Al Watan, also known as the
Palace of the Nation in Abu Dhabi,
UAE is an exquisitely crafted tribute
to Arabian heritage and artistry.
Its architecture and design echo the
significance and function of traditional
houses in the Gulf region, for instance,
the arched colonnade which provides a
respite from the harsh heat. The stunning
and highly decorative interiors feature
classical Islamic architectural motifs such
as the arch, dome and ornate tile-work
with interwoven patterns.
Built to host dignitaries and leaders,
the presidential palace was constructed
over a period of seven years from 2010
to 2017. With over one million square
meters of intricate stonework and 22,000
cubic meters of delicate decorative
elements in the Mughal-era style, each
piece was cut with high precision using
waterjet cutting.

During the initial stages of the project,
the country’s leading marble and stone
company Mosart Marble and Mosaic
International encountered various
problems caused by both inconsistent
supply and inferior quality of garnet
abrasives. On top of poor cutting quality,
there were frequent nozzle blockages
and machine downtime and threatening
production delays.
The search for high quality garnet
abrasives and technical solutions has led
the company to GMA.
“After an initial discussion with Mosart
regarding their challenges and concerns,
we conducted a trial using GMA
ClassicCut™ 80 garnet and an appropriate
focusing tube that can consistently
deliver high quality cutting results,” GMA
Middle East Manager- Waterjet Division
Hemanshu Dawda said.

“I can see the quality difference in the
cutting and finishing and there was hardly
machine downtime during the trial,”
Elias Khalil, a production personnel from
Mosart said.
Delighted with the outcome, GMA was
entrusted by Mosart Marble to supply
garnet abrasive and waterjet cutting
consumables for the entire project. In
addition, the company is satisfied with
the level of service and support by the
GMA team.
“We were able to fulfill their project
requirements and orders as and when
required to keep their production running
because we maintain a consistent supply
of garnet abrasive stock and waterjet
consumables at our warehouse in Dubai,”
Hemanshu said.
By Stephanie Cheong, GMA Group

With over one million
square meters of intricate
stonework and 22,000
cubic meters of delicate
decorative elements in
the Mughal-era style,
each piece was cut with
high precision using
waterjet cutting and GMA
ClassicCut™ 80 garnet.
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Leadership changes at GMA
In August this year, the Board
of GMA has announced
leadership and organisation
changes in line with the new
strategic direction and focus of
the Group.
Under the Group’s new leadership,
GMA will focus our traditional
strengths and successes in mining,
processing, logistics and global
distribution of industrial garnet
abrasives. We strive to remain as the leading global supplier
in the abrasive blasting and waterjet cutting industries as we
have been for over 35 years.
Grant Cox
Acting CEO/CFO

The Group has announced the following key appointments:
GMA founder Torsten Ketelsen has taken on a more active
role in the business once again, as Executive Chairman.
Grant Cox has been appointed as Acting CEO while retaining
his current role as Chief Financial Officer. In the role of
Acting CEO, Grant will be leading and supporting GMA
as it pursues significant business growth through the full
development of its international garnet resources and

expands its market footprint globally. He works to meet
these goals while maintaining the caring culture GMA has
fostered as an entrepreneurial, private business enterprise.
For our mining operations in Australia,
Dean Schwarz has been appointed as General Manager,
Global Mining and Production, with responsibility for mining
operations in Australia and technical input for Montana in USA
and other locations, while Amanda Gundry has also returned
to the Group as a Technical Consultant. Dean Clarke has been
appointed as Wet Plant Superintendent on secondment.
In the USA, Rod Liebeck has been re-appointed as President
of GMA Americas, with responsibility for the processing,
sales and distribution in the USA, including our mining
operations in Alder, Montana.
“It is great to see such depth of experience and garnet
knowledge return to GMA and I’m confident these new
appointments will assist us greatly in meeting our objectives in
the years to come,” GMA Acting CEO Grant Cox said.
“I look forward to leading GMA through the exciting next
chapter in its proud history.”
By Stephanie Cheong, GMA Group

Maintaining a consistent supply of GMA Garnet™
in the Middle East during the COVID-19 pandemic
In May this year, GMA Middle East in Dubai
received one of the largest bulk shipments in
their history of 18,000 metric tonnes under
challenging conditions.
During that time, the region was battling with the
COVID-19 pandemic by implementing social isolation,
lockdowns, curfews and travel restrictions. Most
companies had temporarily ceased operations or ran
on a skeleton crew. Moreover, the operating hours
were also shorter due to Ramadan – the Islamic holy
month of fasting.
Despite these challenges, our teams worked hard to ensure
our GMA Garnet™ abrasive supplies remained available
for customers in the region throughout the pandemic.
The entire process from vessel discharge, and the
delivery to the GMA warehouse was seamlessly
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executed thanks to our employees’
efficient teamwork, and the
cooperation between GMA and
our long-term logistics partners.
“I would like to thank DP World
and everyone at the quayside for
the excellent coordination right
from berth allocation on vessel
arrival and ensuring sufficient
gangs for a smooth discharge
operation during such difficult and
challenging times. Their support
is very much appreciated,” GMA
Middle East General Manager
Giresh Ragoowanshi said.

Smooth discharge of 18,000 metric
tonnes of GMA Garnet™ at the port
in Dubai.

By Hemanshu Dawda & Dharmesh Tala, GMA Middle East

EUROPE

Switch from coal slag to GMA Garnet™ improves
working conditions and productivity

Coal Slag

GMA PremiumBlast™
Between Coal Slag and GMA PremiumBlast™ , there was a considerable reduction in dust levels, and operator visibility was greatly improved while
blasting with GMA PremiumBlast™ (left).

ZÜBLIN Chimney and Refractory (ZCR) in Cologne,
Germany provides innovative solutions in refractory
construction, chimney construction, structural fire
protection, and for technical insulation.
The company's services range from consulting and
project planning through to service, maintenance,
and documentation, as well as the reconstruction and
refurbishment of industrial facilities.
ZCR had been using coal slag for their abrasive blasting projects
across Europe. As the business grew, they were looking for
ways to improve the working conditions for their workers,
making it as clean and safe as possible. With coal slag, they
experienced high levels of dust emission and impaired operator
visibility, especially in enclosed areas.

An isolation coating with 2cm thickness (20.000 microns), can be easily
remove with GMA PremiumBlast™ garnet.

In addition, the abrasive consumption was high, and it took a
long time to remove thick and heavy isolations coatings.
To assess the current conditions and address these
challenges, GMA teamed up with Elcometer, a blast and
inspection equipment provider and ZCR Department Manager
Alexander Blaschke to conduct a blasting trial between GMA
PremiumBlast™ garnet and coal slag on site.
During the trial, we saw a considerable reduction in dust
levels, and operator visibility was greatly improved while
blasting with GMA PremiumBlast™. We then looked into the
blasters’ blasting techniques and fine-tuned the equipment
settings. By reducing the air pressure to 7 bar, which was less
tiring for the blaster, we were able to optimise the abrasive
flow while reducing abrasive consumption.
Besides increasing the cleaning speed, especially for removing
isolation coatings*, the blasted surfaces were free of
embedment and other pollutants/contaminations.

We were also impressed by Alexander’s dedication and handson approach in performing some of the tests himself to fully
understand what it felt like for his workers.
A few months into using GMA PremiumBlast™, Alexander has
recorded an abrasive consumption of only 12.8kg/sqm for his
ongoing projects.
By switching to GMA PremiumBlast™ garnet, ZCR has achieved
a cleaner and safer working environment for its workers while
improving productivity.
By Steffen Glade, GMA Europe
*GMA PremiumBlast™ was tested on a test plate coated with 5mm lnterthem
7050, 10 mm Chartek 7 and 50 µm of the base coating lnterplus 256.
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JETTALK

F E AT U R E S E R I E S
JetTalk is a series on waterjet
cutting tips and solutions
contributed by our experienced
waterjet solutions team.

JetTalk: 5 Tips for Waterjet

Preventative Maintenance

By Christian Waters,
GMA Americas

Operating an abrasive waterjet, like most machine tools, requires a certain amount of maintenance.
However, because this cutting process incorporates both ultra-high pressure and abrasive, “running to
failure” can often lead to unnecessary and expensive down-time.
Therefore, a structured preventative maintenance routine will allow operators to get the maximum productivity from
their system. Following are a few tips, (in no particular order) for waterjet preventative maintenance that are utilised by
some of the world’s most successful waterjet operations.

1

Maintain the Quality of Inlet Water – Ensuring that
quality water is being introduced to your waterjet
system is critical to ensuring the life of important
consumable parts. These include high-pressure seals,
check valves, fittings, and cutting head components.
Testing the inlet water regularly and employing
necessary water treatments such as water softeners
and/or reverse osmosis systems, will allow you to
maximise the life of many critical components and
minimise down-time.
PRO TIP : Water temperature is critical as well.
Ensure that you have a chiller sized appropriately
for your machine.
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2

Designate a “Clean Area” for Maintenance –
When performing rebuilds or other maintenance
activities, it is important that replacement parts
are keep clean and free from debris (particularly
abrasive particles!). Designating a clean area for
maintenance can help prevent contamination of
seals or marring of machined surfaces, significantly
improving the life of wear items.
PRO TIP: Wear disposable gloves to prevent
natural oils from being introduced to seal
materials. They will also save your hands from
being stained by thread lubricant!

JETTALK
JETTALK
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Perform Regular Inspections – Develop a routine for
leak-checking in and around your pump, high-pressure
fittings, on/off valve, and cutting head. Typically, this can
be done at the beginning of each shift but should also
be done before starting any jobs with long run times.
Repairing any leaks as soon as they are discovered can
prevent additional damage from occurring.
PRO TIP : Leaks not visible by the naked eye can
often be discovered through the temperature of
high-pressure cylinders. Place your hands on both
cylinders (or end-bells) of an intensifier pump.
If one is warmer than the other, that one is
probably leaking.

4

Rotate Your Nozzles – While many waterjet cutting
head manufacturers may advertise perfect alignment
between the orifice and nozzle, this is not always the
case. Even the smallest misalignment between these
two elements can cause uneven wear of waterjet
nozzles (focusing tubes). By rotating your nozzle ¼ turn
at the beginning of each shift (or before long projects),
you can counteract the uneven wear, and extend the
life of this component.
PRO TIP : Before cutting high precision parts, use
a pin gauge to measure the ID of your nozzle. If the
nozzle is too worn for that project, replace with a
new one. Save the old one if the ID is acceptable
for other, rough cutting projects.

"By rotating your nozzle ¼ turn at
the beginning of each shift or before
long projects, you can counteract
the uneven wear, and extend the life
of this component."

5

Clean Your Orifice – The periodic cleaning
of waterjet orifice can extend the life of
this item. Despite water treatment efforts,
dissolved solids can still collect on the
inside diameter of an orifice assembly.
This is particularly relevant to long-life
orifice materials such as diamonds or
tetraCORE. Using white vinegar in an
ultrasonic cleaner will allow the orifice to
maintain a clean, coherent stream.
PRO TIP: When using long-life orifice
like diamonds or tetraCORE, rotate
to a second orifice while the first is
being cleaned. Catalog operating
hours per orifice to ensure you are
getting maximum life.

Q

Do you have an abrasive or
waterjet equipment question?
Our technical team will be
happy to explore your question
or a specific topic on JetTalk.
Write to us at marketing.au@
gmagarnet.com
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BLASTTALK

F E AT U R E S E R I E S
BlastTalk is a series on blast
cleaning tips & solutions to help
Fyou
E AT
U R Emaximum
S E R I Evalue
S and
achieve
results
in your
blasting
projects.
The
Garnet
Edge
now includes
BlastTalk - a series on blast cleaning
tips & solutions to help you achieve
maximum value and results in your
blasting projects.

BlastTalk: Clearing the confusion on surface

chlorides testing

AND RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE LATEST ISO 8502 STANDARDS

The key to this is to quantify the
‘actual’ surface chlorides and clear
the confusion on elements that ‘do’
impact coating life and other natural
elements that ‘do not’ have any impact
to contamination.

Moreover, the latest ISO updates
released in July this year has recognised
that conductivity is an inaccurate
measure for determining corrosive
contaminants and the importance of
blank testing.

The measurement of surface
chlorides is such an important topic
in the abrasive blasting industry as
proper surface preparation prior
to the application of protective
coatings, is paramount in ensuring
long-term corrosion protection.

For example, our garnet from Australia
has natural occurring bonds with
calcites/calcium carbonate, which is
also sometimes known in the industry,
as a “Corrosion Inhibitor”. Carbonates,
Bi-Carbonates and Hydroxides which
can be found in natural abrasive
minerals, are non-corrosive.

The changes then highlight, that we
move away from a conductivity test
to the Ion Detection Tube analysis
utilising the sleeve extraction
methods, which measures chloride
ions more specifically.

As we know, surface chloride
testing relates directly to coating life
performance and asset maintenance
costs. It is probably unsurprising that
over the years, we’ve seen issues in the
field where contractors and coating
inspectors question erroneous readings
from surface chloride tests.

However, the testing gauges we are
familiar with, such as the conductivity
meter, records a total reading of all
elements regardless of their corrosive
capacity. Whilst these elements in total,
contribute to a conductivity reading,
they are non-corrosive elements that
are typically in the make-up of natural,
almandine abrasive materials.

By Julian Anthony,
GMA Asia Pacific

It can result in confusion and
sometimes, unnecessary conflict in
managing asset owner expectations.
We understand that while the
standards specified are the same, the
interpretation and techniques used can
vary greatly.
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As they dissolve in solution, these
elements, when measured in terms
of conductivity, will result in an
irrelevant reading.

The updated ISO8502-6 and ISO85029 standards recognise that an
erroneous reading is possible by the
irrelevant contribution of carbonates,
bi-carbonates and hydroxides.
Alternative test methods such
as ISO 8502-5 and the new ISO
8502-15, which provide accurate
instructions to obtain results for ion
specific contamination, should now
be the used as the primary surface
preparation test method to ensure
optimum coating protection.

BLASTTALK

Key changes on ISO 8502-6:2020 and
ISO 8502-9:2020 for users of GMA
Garnet™ products
More on the Ion Specific test which uses
ion detection tubes. The results from this
in-field test method have been found to be
more accurate.
Compared to the solubilisation method,
we found that this method provides surface
chloride measurements that were not only
within specification, but also vastly different
from the conductivity or conductometric
readings – which includes calcium
carbonates, bicarbonates and hydroxides as
corrosive elements.
Therefore, the latest ISO standards would
have cleared up most of the misconceptions.
We see that most specifications have an
allowable tolerance of surface chlorides in the
upper range that can be easily met through
the normal use of the Ion detection tube &
sleeve test method.
The update is a recognition that technology
has changed since the Bresle method was
introduced, with measurement tools now
available that provide Ion specific testing to
specify an abrasive that provides maximum
coating protection.

In the 2020 update, ISO has recognised that conductivity
is an inaccurate measure for determining only corrosive
contaminants and, the importance of blank testing, thus:
• Specifying multiple extraction methods to perform
contaminant analyses. This allows other equipment to
perform ion specific testing to achieve true corrosive
salt readings.
• Correcting the Standards to show that the resulting total
surface density calculation of water-soluble salts cannot
be assumed to be mostly chlorides and sulphates.
• Recognising that abrasives, such as garnet, have natural
minerals which are non-corrosive that result in a higher
conductivity reading. GMA Garnet™ is a good example
of this.
• Mandating the requirement for blank testing to be
conducted and be part of the analysis to ensure accurate
results. Why? Test patches vary in quality greatly and
as a result some patches contributed to false, high
conductivity readings.

To view the full discussion,
visit: https://bit.ly/gmavideos
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EUROPE

General Manager Florian Baumann has finally found GMA, a partner who meets CUTCUT’s
requirements in managing their used garnet responsibly and at a reasonable cost.

Sustainable management of used garnet
General Manager Florian Baumann from CUTCUT is
focussed on exploring innovative ways in improving
operational efficiencies and sustainable management
of resources and waste material for the company.
The family business which was founded in 1997 is the leading
specialist in hi-tech waterjet cutting, metal processing,
surface treatment and laser engraving in Austria.
Over the years, they have become a reputable and
experienced provider of waterjet cutting services for
single customised pieces and mass production for a strong
customer base in Austria, Germany and beyond.
“As our business continues to grow, our goal is to manage our
operations economically and sustainably,“ Florian said.
“One area of concern for us is to manage our used garnet
waste responsibly as part of our sustainable supply chain
management. In fact, we have attempted to reprocess our
used garnet for re-use in other applications, but we were
not successful.”
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Since then, the company began working with GMA for a
garnet supply and waste disposal solution. After a period of
careful planning, both companies implemented an efficient
process where GMA delivers GMA Garnet™ to CUTCUT and
collects used garnet from the facility for the return trip.
“We have finally found GMA, a partner who meets our
requirements in managing our used garnet responsibly at a
reasonable cost,” Florian said.
“This shows that it is not impossible to run a sustainable
business which is also profitable, but a challenge we
can overcome.”
By Martin Rebert, GMA Europe

MIDDLE EAST

Top utility tank maker in Saudi Arabia
prefers GMA Garnet™
For more than 10 years, GMA has been the trusted supplier
of Gulf Specialized Works (GSW) in providing high
quality GMA Garnet™ and Arabian Garnet™ products.

The company has five integrated divisions, comprising of
Skids, Weld Overlay and Cladding, Structural Steel, Storage
Tanks, and Process Equipment.

The high performance garnet abrasives are for blast cleaning
of carbon steel plates and structural materials.

GSW offers a wide range of specialised products and
services to companies in the petrochemical, oil, gas and
utilities sectors.

In addition to abrasive quality, GSW receives a consistent
supply of garnet abrasives which is promptly delivered
throughout the year. Moreover, these natural mineral
abrasives leave minimal impact on the environment and can
be reprocessed for reuse several times.

The company is also the leading manufacturer in utility tanks.
It uses the most advanced design and manufacturing
technology to build and deliver up to 15,000 metric tonnes per
annum.

Established in 1994, GSW is the leading innovator of
manufacturing solutions in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

By Arun Sathyan, Garnet Arabia Company

GSW uses GMA Garnet™ and Arabian Garnet™ products for blast cleaning of carbon
steel plates and structural materials.
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EVENTS

GMA and BlastOne discussed the changes to the ISO standards – ISO8502-6 & ISO8502-9 during the webinar. This was followed by demonstrations
(right) on conductivity and in-field chloride testing using equipment to perform ion specific testing to achieve true corrosive salt readings.

ACA webinar highlights latest updates
on ISO ISO8502 standards
Together with BlastOne International, GMA conducted a
webinar discussion on the changes to the ISO standards
– ISO8502-6 & ISO8502-9, which was released in July
this year.
These changes crucially recognise that conductivity alone is
an inaccurate measure for determining corrosive contaminants
and the importance of blank testing.
The webinar held on 28 October 2020 was part of the C&P
Online Coatings & Applicators Day which was organised by the
Australasian Corrosion Association. The virtual event features
technical presentations, interviews, new training opportunities,
key product demonstrations and innovative new technologies.
During the discussion, GMA Business Development & Technical
Manager- Asia Pacific Julian Anthony and BlastOne Business

Development Manager Craig Reynolds discussed the key
changes to the updated standards including alternative test
methods that should be used as the primary surface preparation
test method to ensure optimum coating protection.
This was followed by demonstrations on conductivity and
in-field chloride testing using equipment to perform ion
specific testing to achieve true corrosive salt readings by
GMA Technical Sales Representative, Asia Pacific Saravanan
Madavamani and BlastOne Technical Service & Training
Manager, APAC Andrew Russell.
To view the discussion and demonstration, visit:
https://bit.ly/gmavideos
By Alan Godinho, GMA Asia Pacific

Arkco Tech Day focusses
on surface preparation
for storage tanks
Well done to Arkco, our distributor in Thailand for a
successful Tech Day at Growell in Rayong, Thailand
on 21 October 2020.
The focus of the event was on surface preparation for
internal and external storage tanks. In addition, the trainers
conducted technical discussions on abrasive embedment
and how to select the most effective abrasive for your
blasting projects.
Special thanks to Growell Group, Graco, HoldTight and
AkzoNobel for their technical support in this event.
Interested in joining the next Tech Day in Thailand?
Contact Kevin Yeo at kevin@arkcothailand.com
By Julian Anthony, GMA Asia Pacific
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Top : Kevin Yeo from Arkco (first from left) with the participants at
the training room. Bottom: The focus of Arkco Tech Day was on surface
preparation for internal and external storage tanks.

PEOPLE

Bob Perry,
Port Gregory’s
Versatile and Reliable
Processing Supervisor
15 years of service

Though Bob Perry recently celebrated 15
years with GMA, he has been around for
much longer.

From receptionist to
logistics officer: Jamie
celebrates 10 years
of service
10 years of service

If you had visited GMA’s Geraldton location 10 years
ago, then chances are you were greeted by a quiet
young lady at the front desk.
Jamie Hodder first joined the company as a
receptionist in June 2010, eventually taking on bigger
responsibilities. She has fulfilled the roles of Admin
Support Officer and Administration Officer over the
years and currently serves as Logistics Officer, a
position that she excels in.
Her colleagues praise her fantastic work ethic,
high work standards, and ability to maintain good
relationships with her co-workers.
Outside of work, Jamie leads a busy life. The mother of
three and avid Dockers (Australian Football) supporter
is heavily involved in basketball and netball coaching
and tries to fit in some CrossFit training whenever she
can. She is also a keen camper and fisherwoman.
By Belinda Burrows, GMA Mining Australia

Quotes from her colleagues
“Jamie embodies everything that is special about GMA’s
people. She has a beautiful calm and caring disposition.”
“She is well-respected by her peers and is an integral
part of the administration team. Jamie reflects the
future of GMA adhering to its values and mateship.”

Initially, Bob was working on and off for the
company and he eventually joined the team
full-time on 19 July 2005.
Over the years, Bob has held multiple
roles including Leading Hand, Supervisor,
Quarry Supervisor, and Production
Superintendent. Currently serving as
Processing Supervisor, he oversees the
production crew at the Wet Plant at
Port Gregory in Western Australia.
Having excelled in every
position that he has fulfilled,
Bob achieved formal
recognition from the WA
Mines Department in
2019. He has received
his Quarry Managers
Ticket and is now
eligible to take on
the statutory Quarry
Manager role.
Colleague Wayne
Dawson isn’t surprised,
saying, “Bob has been
extremely versatile filling
any role the company
required. He is a very cool,
calm, and collected guy and
really approachable.”
Kevin Aitkins, another
coworker, agrees. “Bob
is… quiet but a wealth of
knowledge at GMA. It’s been
a good 15 years together!”
When asked why he chose
to stay with GMA, Bob
replies with, “Always good
company to work for,
good people to work with.”
By Belinda Burrows,
GMA Mining Australia

“I have worked with and mentored Jamie for the last 10
years. She is a delight to work with. Never a bad word
to say about anybody. I feel extremely lucky to have her
as a workmate and valued friend.”
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COMMUNITY

To protect the city’s homeless youth, Anglicare has launched a dynamic outreach service called Street Connect, which operates from a self-contained bus in the Perth CBD.

No One Left Behind: GMA Supports Perth’s
Homeless Youth During COVID-19
The COVID-19 pandemic has spurred people around
the world to stock up on essential items and stay home.
For the young people living on the streets of Perth, however,
self-isolation and groceries are luxuries they can’t afford.
In addition, they often don’t have access to the crucial
information they need to stay safe during the crisis.
In order to protect the city’s homeless youth, Anglicare has
launched a dynamic outreach service called Street Connect,
which operates from a self-contained bus in the Perth CBD.
The Street Connect Bus is stocked with information,
resources, food, and useful items such as freshly made
sandwiches, water, first aid kits, hygiene packs, pregnancy
tests, condoms, sleeping bags, and access to mobile phones
and IT. Street Connect youth workers also nurture positive

relationships with vulnerable young people by providing
informal counseling, service referrals, crisis intervention, and
follow-up support.
With the unpredictable changes brought about by COVID-19,
not-for-profits such as Anglicare have been greatly impacted by
restrictions on fundraising and the economic downturn. And yet,
the number of at-risk individuals experiencing financial hardship,
domestic violence, and social exclusion is growing.
GMA has contributed AUD7,500 to the Street Connect Bus
to ensure that its wheels keep turning and that it continues
to help homeless youth around the city.
By Clinton Ward-Horner, GMA Group
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GMA Garnet Group (GMA) is the trusted global leader in industrial garnet and has been providing the highest
quality garnet abrasive to the waterjet cutting and protective coating industries for over 35 years. GMA is the
only global garnet supplier to manage the complete supply chain from source and processing to international
distribution. We deliver specialist advice and distribute a complete range of premium abrasive products
to more than 80 countries from our own warehouses and a network of more than 100 distributor outlets.
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